November 2023 Events and Programs

Bird Conservation Classes
Join us for a fun and educational tour of the museum Saturday, November 25, 10 am to 1 pm. Learn to identify the birds in the dioramas and where they are found. See how Hubbard used their structure to shelter the birds for display. A much appreciated donation made this needed work possible. Safety Glass Installed in Cases
Thanks to a donation, Larson Masonry is installing safety glass. American Glass Co has replaced the glass in all cases where birds are displayed, and strength of the cases. American Glass Co has replaced the glass in all cases where birds are displayed, and strengthened the building through six chimney vents.

Family on a Scavenger Hunt
November 11th, 10 AM
Young visitors enjoy and learn from completing nature scavenger hunts in the museum. Many like the hunts so much that they do several different hunts. The most popular hunt now is the mammals or birds hunt in hand.

GHI History
Old Time Toys
November 24, 2023, 1–2 pm
Come join the museum team and enjoy history in the museum. We will discuss some of these hardy birds, and the special adaptations and behaviors they use to survive when winter comes to Maine. Many like the hunts so much that they do several different hunts. The most popular hunt now is the mammals or birds hunt in hand.

Wabanaki Baskets
Saturday, November 25, 10 am to 1 pm
Join us for a fun and educational tour of the museum. Many like the hunts so much that they do several different hunts. The most popular hunt now is the mammals or birds hunt in hand.

Capturing a Bird on Paper
Saturday, November 11, 10 AM
Come join the museum team and enjoy history in the museum. We will discuss some of these hardy birds, and the special adaptations and behaviors they use to survive when winter comes to Maine. Many like the hunts so much that they do several different hunts. The most popular hunt now is the mammals or birds hunt in hand.

Museum Volunteers
At Good Will Logging, Farm Work and Ice Cutting at GWH
Hinckley, Good Will-Willowbrook
Route 201, P.O. Box 159
Hinckley
Good Will-Willowbrook Museum
- Warm clothing suitable for the season
- Rain boots or sturdy shoes
- A small bucket for collecting
- A small notebook and pen
- A magnifying glass
- A camera or smartphone for taking photos
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Museum Notes
The entire lower floor was revamped and painted last summer. The new color choice is warm cream with a green undertone. The new carpet is a soft, warm brown color. The walls have been given new coats of paint, and the ceiling has been painted white. The new color choice is warm cream with a green undertone. The new carpet is a soft, warm brown color. The walls have been given new coats of paint, and the ceiling has been painted white. The new color choice is warm cream with a green undertone. The new carpet is a soft, warm brown color. The walls have been given new coats of paint, and the ceiling has been painted white. The new color choice is warm cream with a green undertone. The new carpet is a soft, warm brown color. The walls have been given new coats of paint, and the ceiling has been painted white. The new color choice is warm cream with a green undertone. The new carpet is a soft, warm brown color. The walls have been given new coats of paint, and the ceiling has been painted white.